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Abstract 

This study concentrates on results from probabilistic analysis and numerical simulation 
tools to identify parameter sensitivities and assess surrogate model suitability for a novel 
inflatable airlock concept, specifically the Non-Axisymmetric Inflatable Pressure Structure (NAIPS) 
under NASA’s Minimalistic Advanced Softgoods Hatch (MASH) Program. The current studies 
extended the demonstration of probabilistic analysis tools to identify parameter sensitivities by: 
incorporating nonlinear material load-strain property curves and orthotropic representation of 
the fabric; and exploring the use of surrogate models to facilitate rapid evaluations as new 
information becomes available, as well as enable optimizations. The airlock model has been 
simplified to focus on the end dome section. Brief overviews of the finite element model and 
associated surrogate models are provided along with the probabilistic sensitivity analysis 
approaches. Responses of interest include the sensitivities of various loads in the structural 
elements of the NAIPS to material properties, cord lengths, inflation pressure and friction between 
softgoods components. The use of surrogate models was explored to facilitate rapid sensitivity 
evaluations as parameter ranges change. The completion of the sensitivity studies improved 
understanding of the dependence of load responses to several uncertain parameters and 
confidence in the ability to use surrogate models to represent the finite element simulations.  
 

Introduction 
High-reliability, inflatable space structures are in demand for a number of applications 

due to their efficient packaging and light weight. Traditionally, evaluations and validation of 
design concepts have been performed through testing because of the limited analysis capability 
for softgoods structures. However, recent advances in simulation capability and computational 
speed have enabled simulations of a wide range of aerospace applications. Examples where 
numerical simulations were utilized in soft-goods applications include: inflatable habitats such as 
the Bigelow Expandable Activity Module (BEAM)1,2; atmospheric decelerators such as the 
Hypersonic Inflatable Aerodynamic Decelerator (HIAD)3,4; attenuation systems such as the Orion 
Crew Module Airbag Landing System5,6; and aerospace recovery systems7. 

Sensitivity analyses are performed for a number of reasons. For example, analyses are 
used to identify, in a quantitative manner, the variables that control the variation in responses. 
With this knowledge, designers can direct resources to reduce uncertainties in point-designs, as 
well as to utilize the results to efficiently modify designs to improve performance. Sensitivity 
analyses can also be used for screening variables, i.e., to down-select from a large list of 
parameters to the most significant variables that will be incorporated into future analyses. At the 
outset of these studies, it was desired to identify those parameters that could control variations 
in the load responses by generating sensitivity results incorporating uncertainty models. This 
information could then be used to improve comparisons of simulation results with test data. A 
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review of many sensitivity methods and applications can be found in Ref. 8.  
Complementary to the advances in structural computational capabilities has been the 

implementation of probabilistic methods and establishment of standards for verification and 
validation of numerical simulations. Several technical societies and agencies are developing 
standards for documenting the uncertainty of responses to variations in input parameters9-11. 
Probabilistic Analysis (PA) methods can be used to support sensitivity studies in a number of 
phases of design. For example, parameter variations and their representation can be selected 
based on expected parameter deviations from the as-built system. In addition, PA tools can be 
used to conduct parametric studies where the uncertainty model description represents a design 
space, as opposed to an uncertainty space. For probabilistic analyses, sophisticated methods may 
be required to optimally use the results from a relatively small number of simulations. The choice 
of method is dependent on the number of uncertain parameters, the number and types of 
responses, the simulation execution time, and the physics of the application. Examples of 
aerospace applications incorporating probabilistic methods are provided in Refs. 12 and 13. 

As NASA continues to explore the use of inflatables for a variety of applications, 
development of a certification plan for the human-rated inflatable space structure is critical14. 
Robust analysis techniques for inflatables need to be explored and verified so they can be 
incorporated into the design and certification of future softgoods structures. A novel inflatable 
airlock concept, specifically the Non-Axisymmetric Inflatable Pressure Structure (NAIPS) under 
the Minimalistic Advanced Softgoods Hatch (MASH) Program15,16, is the application focus of this 
report, see Figure 1. The NAIPS structural analysis problem represents many design challenges, 
including: 1) the lack of formal design approaches to address such softgoods hatch concepts; and 
2) modeling the behavior of complex structural responses that include uncertainty in soft goods 
material properties and transfer of loads through multiple paths and different softgoods 
elements. Fortunately, the detailed computational tools needed to analyze the structural 
response of such systems are becoming sufficiently mature to adequately model the response of 
these complex structures. Additionally, it is now feasible to complete the numerous nonlinear 
transient dynamic simulations that are critical to support verification of the design in a 
reasonable amount of time.  

A preliminary series of studies focusing on end-state loads in the NAIPS inflatable habitat, 
was reported in Ref. [17]. The current studies extend the demonstration of probabilistic analysis 
tools to identify parameter sensitivities by: incorporating nonlinear material load-strain property 
curves and orthotropic representation of the fabric; and exploring the use of surrogate models 
to facilitate rapid evaluations as new information becomes available as well as enable 
optimizations. Responses of interest include the cord loads and fabric line-loads. A brief overview 
of the finite element model (FEM) and the probabilistic analysis approaches is provided, which is 
followed by a discussion of the results. Within the discussion of the results, parameter 
sensitivities are computed from FEM simulations as well as from surrogate models. Finally, 
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concluding remarks provide general comments about the approaches and findings. 
 

Description of Inflatable Hatch Concept 
NAIPS is an inflatable airlock and soft hatch concept that consists of high-specific strength 

Vectran fabric constrained by a network of braided Vectran cords, see Figure 1. The concept 
dimensions were selected to provide adequate room for two astronauts to don and doff their 
space suits as they transfer between the pressurized spacecraft and the vacuum of space. The 
design utilizes the ability to transfer the internal pressure load applied to the woven fabric to the 
cords, which are then capable of carrying the majority of the load. Additionally, the design takes 
advantage of the low-stress areas in the lobes of each end dome perpendicular to the dome radial 
(or meridional) cords. These low stress regions enable inclusion of one or more lightweight soft 
hatch openings, analogous to a zipper. Mechanical property tests were performed on the fabric 
and the cords to obtain load-strain properties. It should be noted that the woven fabric and 
braided cords undergo large displacements at the onset of loading, due to decrimping and 
untwisting of the yarns, in addition to material strain. The load-strain behavior also changes as 
the materials are cyclically loaded through the pressurization / depressurization of the airlock. 
Prior to this analysis effort, experiments were conducted to acquire structural response data for 
a representative, full-scale point design. Additional details about the EDU design, test data and 
early simulation results were provided in Ref. 16.  
 

Description of Analyses 
Finite Element Model (FEM) 

The sensitivity studies required a model that was numerically stable and efficient enough 
that hundreds of simulations could be completed in a short period of time. For this project, a 
short period of time was expected to be 1 to 2 weeks, with an execution time for a single 
simulation of a few hours. An existing full model was simplified by extracting a quarter symmetry 
section of the dome. The simplified FEM contained 10,144 nodes, with 8,960 fully-integrated 
shell elements and 1160 2-noded beam elements. The numerical simulations were executed in 
LS-Dyna18, a commercial, general-purpose, nonlinear, transient-dynamic, finite element code. 
The previous report17 that focused on a linear elastic quarter symmetry model, contains 
suggestions and lessons learned that mitigated much of the numerical instabilities. As a result, 
the models executed for these studies were numerically stable for all of the parameter 
combinations (total of 380 FEM simulations).  

A brief summary of the model is provided here. The FEM representation of the NAIPS 
dome section, with symmetry boundary conditions identified, is shown in Figure 2a. The model 
is composed of an orthotropic fabric constrained by a network of radial cords attached to a loop 
(or axial) cord. All of the materials are represented by nonlinear load-strain curves derived from 
test data. Two radial cord configurations were simulated as shown in Figure 2b. The top figure 
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shows an inflated end-state of the model with 11 radial cords (replicating the as-tested NAIPS 
configuration) while the bottom figure shows a 6-cord configuration that was also studied here 
for comparison. For the 6-cord configuration, the 11-cord model was modified by simply 
removing the intermediate radial cords. Additional details about the modeling approach and 
lessons learned are also provided in Ref. 17. 

At the start of the simulations, the article is deflated and flattened (Figure 2a), and the 
radial cords are sized to where their midpoint lies at the radius of the dome, with an initial cord 
length of 111 in. These cords were then shortened during inflation, through the inclusion of 
thermal loading applied to elements at each end of the radial cords, where they attach to the 
loop cord. A negative temperature change is applied to the 2-noded beam elements, referred to 
here as “thermal elements” to contract them, see Figure 2a. To retain uniform axisymmetric 
behavior, all of the radial cords are shortened to the same length. This shortening is performed 
to simulate the as-fabricated cord lengths, which are shorter than the initial model state. The 
shortened cords induce the formation of the lobes and transfer much of the load from the fabric 
to the radial cords. Contact definitions are crucial to the simulations by enabling transfer of loads 
between the parts. All of the contacts are penalty-based, where the friction and penalty-force 
stiffness scale factors can be varied. The material models were selected to replicate the behavior 
of the woven fabric and braided cord materials.  

  The normalized profiles for both the pressure and the thermal loads used in all 
simulations are shown in Figure 3. The pressure load (or inflation pressure) is applied to the fabric 
inner surface and linearly increased from zero to a prescribed value over the time range from 0 
to 0.3 seconds. The primary goal of the history profile for the pressure load was to enable 
“inflation” while also minimizing execution time and minimizing unwanted transient dynamic 
behavior. The profile is not intended to replicate the actual inflation time of the airlock. It should 
be noted that the material damping was increased during the initial pressure loading to minimize 
transient dynamic behavior. Concurrently, a linear temperature decrease is applied to the 
thermal elements from 0 to 0.15 seconds. The thermal elements are a numerical feature that 
enables inclusion of cords of varying lengths in a numerically stable manner. The simulations are 
executed until 0.4 s to allow the loads to reach equilibrium and mitigate dynamic effects. 

The clock time to compute the 0.4-second responses was approximately 2 hours using 8 
processors. Unlike most applications using an explicit, transient-dynamic analysis, only the end-
state results, and not the time-varying responses, were of interest. Figure 4 contains a schematic 
of the inflated model with the responses identified. The following results for each simulation 
were saved: loads for each of the radial cords (PRC); loads at 3 locations along the loop cord (PLC); 
and the radial and tangential line-loads (NR and NT, respectively) for each of the lobes, computed 
from the elemental stresses of representative elements near the equator. 
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Sensitivity Analyses 
The sensitivity analyses results are dependent on a selection of the sampling approach, 

parameter bounds, sensitivity metric and whether to directly use FEM simulations or surrogate 
models derived from simulations. Although there are many techniques that can create adequate 
sampling of the parameter space for a probabilistic analysis, Halton-Leap deterministic 
sampling19 was chosen for this study. The Halton-Leap method creates uncorrelated, multi-
dimensional, uniformly distributed values between 0 and 1, which are then converted to 
engineering values. A total of 6 parameters were varied in each of the probabilistic sets via 3 sub 
categories: 1) Material properties through multiplicative factors on the ordinate of each of the 
load-strain curves: radial cord (FRC), the dome fabric (FF), and the loop cord (FLC). 2) Geometric 
parameters through changes in the radial cord length (LRC). 3) Operating parameters through 
changes in the inflation pressure (P), and the contact friction (µ) between the dome fabric and 
the radial cords. The bounds on the material load-strain curves, and the friction and pressure 
remained the same for all of the analyses. Figure 5 graphically illustrates the impact of the factors 
on the load-strain curves. The uncertainty factor was applied to the load (or ordinate) values.  
The parameter ranges were based on engineering judgments, with an expectation that the 
bounds could be adjusted as additional information became available. 
 There are a number of methods for computing sensitivities and ranking variables. These 
include local gradient-based methods20, and global techniques21,22. From previous experiences 
with inflated fabric structures, the global correlation method has proven to be acceptable for 
understanding the importance of variables, even under large deformations and nonlinear stress-
strain behaviors13. As with all studies, the project’s required accuracy or adequacy needs are 
critical to determining which approach is best suited to the application. If a correlation approach 
is not sufficient, then more sophisticated approaches incorporating surrogate models and global 
sensitivity methods, such as Sobol22, may be needed. The Sobol method is a variance-based 
computation that is often used to compute global sensitivities for non-linear as well as linear 
systems. The global sensitivities are usually represented as a percentage of the total response 
variance.  

Applications that require a quick turn-around can greatly benefit from the generation of 
a surrogate model. For example, a probabilistic analysis set of FEM simulations can require days 
or weeks to complete. Subsequently, when sensitivity results for a refined set of parameters is 
desired or optimizations are needed, a surrogate model could be generated and quickly 
interrogated. In addition, variance-based global sensitivity measures such as Sobol often need a 
large number of response samples (i.e., thousands) to compute the variance. For the current 
application, it is possible to compute 10,000 responses in minutes using the surrogate model, 
where 10,000 FEM simulations would take orders of magnitude longer. These global sensitivities 
take into account not only the gradient but also the range or standard deviation of the input 
parameters. Two surrogate model methods have been explored for this application: the 
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Extended Radial Basis Function (ERBF) approach developed by Mullur and Messac23; and a 
second-order response surface method24 (RSM). A sample point includes a unique set of 
parameter input values and the response is a set of outputs of interest which include cord loads 
and fabric line loads. A surrogate model describes the relationship between the sample input sets 
and one of the outputs of interest. Thus, for the 11-cord configuration, 34 surrogate models (11 
PRC, 3 PLC, 10 NR, 10 NT) were needed, while for the 6-cord configuration 19 surrogate models (6 
PRC, 3 PLC, 5 NR, 5 NT) were needed. Sensitivity analyses were computed using both user-written 
Matlab25 scripts as well as LS-Opt26, a commercially availability software package.  
 

Discussion of Results 
Table I provides input parameter information for the 4 analysis sets, designated as Sets 

D, E, F, and G that will be examined (Results for Sets A-C are contained in Ref. 17). The only 
parameters that change, highlighted in bold in the table, are the number of radial cords (11 vs 6) 
and the range for the radial cord length (LRC). The NAIPS EDU consisted of radial cords spaced at 
18-degree increments, which results in 11 cords for the dome symmetry-model. The smaller 
range for LRC (Set E) corresponds more closely to the as-tested configuration.   

A common format has been used for presentation of the sensitivity results herein. Each 
figure is subdivided into a 2 x 2 grid of plots. Specifically, the upper left (subplot a) corresponds 
to the radial cord loads (PRC); the upper right (subplot b) to loop cord loads (PLC); the lower left 
(subplot c) to lobe radial line-loads (NR); and the lower right (subplot d) to lobe tangential line-
loads (NT). 
 
Results for NAIPS radial cord configuration (11 cords) 

Figure 6. shows the Set D sensitivity results in the form of the magnitude of the correlation 
coefficients, |R|. The |R| values were computed directly from the results of 140 simulations. The 
standard error for |R| is based on the number of samples, which for 140 samples is 
approximately 0.1. These results show that the radial cord length, LRC (yellow), is the single 
dominant parameter for all responses. As noted earlier, the relatively large variation in LRC was 
intended to generate a set of simulations that could span a larger design space. However, in 
construction of a habitat, it is highly unlikely that the fabricated radial cord length would vary as 
much as specified. Since LRC dominated this sensitivity analysis, it was desired to understand if 
other parameters would become important if control on LRC was tightened. Since parameter set 
E is encompassed by that in Set D, Extended Radial Basis Function (ERBF) surrogate models were 
generated to study their effectiveness at approximating the results of what would otherwise be 
an additional large set of FEM analysis runs. 

When working with surrogate models, users should always be concerned about their 
accuracy. Since results from 140 FEM simulations (requiring 10 days to complete) were already 
available, these results were used to assess the accuracy of the surrogate models. This 
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assessment was performed by removing the ith LS-Dyna solution from the solution set and 
comparing it to the surrogate prediction, as depicted in Figure 7. In other words, the surrogate 
model did not contain the ith solution being evaluated. The removal process was performed with 
all 140 LS-Dyna FEM solutions for each of the 34 load and line load responses of Set D. Results of 
the comparison between the simulation and surrogate model responses are shown in Figure 8. 
In each graph the ERBF load response is plotted on the abscissa, while the FEM simulation results 
are plotted on the ordinate axis. For example, the comparisons for PRC are provided in the upper 
left graph (subplot a) for each of the 11 radial cord loads and all 140 simulations (i.e., the figure 
contains a total of 1540 symbols). Using visual inspection, the comparison between the ERBF 
approximations and the simulation results in each of graphs (a-d) looking qualitatively “very 
close”. However, a quantitative comparison was desired. Thus, the error of the ERBF was 
calculated for each of the 34 loads, by computing the RMS error and then normalizing the error 
by the mean, see Table II. These errors, all less than 2%, were considered small enough to use 
the ERBF for further computations. However, if this level of agreement were deemed insufficient, 
new simulation results can be incorporated to improve the surrogate’s accuracy or a different 
surrogate model method (such as Kriging) could be used. In addition, this level of accuracy 
suggests a smaller number of simulation cases could be used in the surrogate models if the 
required error was set higher, say at 5%. 

Taking the surrogate models generated from Set D and applying the ranges specified for 
Set E, the |R| values were computed, see Figure 9. In contrast to Set D results, the results for Set 
E show a significant influence on the loads from 3 parameters, namely the FRC, LRC, and FF. In 
addition, a fourth parameter, P, also exhibits a significant correlation for several loads.  

As this was the first use of a surrogate model for this type of application, an additional 
100 simulations were executed based on the parameter ranges for Set E. In Figure 10, the |R| 
values for the FEM simulations have been cross-plotted against the |R| values based on ERBF 
approximations. Based on the number of samples, it is anticipated that variations of less than 0.1 
are not significant. The use of surrogate models is appropriate for further use based on: the small 
normalized RMS errors provided in Table II; and confirmed by the closeness of the |R| values of 
the ERBF relative to the simulations. The surrogate models not only predict the loads adequately, 
but also correctly identify and highlight the relative importance of the input parameters on those 
responses. 

As stated previously, there are several options for assessing sensitivities other than 
correlation coefficients, |R|, as well as several options for producing surrogate models. In fact, 
examining multiple approaches for computing sensitivities is preferred, particularly when applied 
to new applications. To facilitate comparisons of different methods, one representative response 
of each type was extracted - namely, radial cord load #5 (PRC5), loop cord load #2 (PLC2), line-loads 
for lobe #5 (NT5 and NR5), see Figure 2b. The dominance of one parameter (LRC) in Set D would 
minimize the ability to distinguish subtleties of each method.  Therefore, the focus for the 
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sensitivity comparisons was Set E. Figure 11a contains the |R| values computed from 100 
simulations for Set E, extracted from data in Figure 10. As results for |R| for the ERBF surrogate 
models have been compared in Figure 10, an alternative, and widely used, surrogate model 
method was exercised, specifically, a 2nd-order response surface method (RSM). Response 
Surface Method surrogate models were generated from Set D FEM simulations. The RMS errors 
for these surrogate models are provided in the table in the lower right of Figure 11. These RSM 
surrogate models were then evaluated at the Set E parameters. A correlation coefficient was 
computed from the 100 RSM approximations for each representative response, shown in Figure 
11b. The top three sensitivity parameters for the responses are the same. However, a difference 
in order of sensitivity for FF and LRC has been noted. Another way to compute sensitivities is 
through Sobol contribution to the variance. For direct comparison with subplot (a), RSM 
surrogate models were generated using Set E simulations. The RMS errors for the Set E surrogate 
models are also provided in the lower right table. Instead of assessing sensitivity based on 
correlation coefficients, the sensitivities are based on the Sobol method, see Figure 11c. The 
Sobol results are typically normalized such that the total contribution is 100%, thus direct 
comparison of magnitudes of |R| with Sobol results is not appropriate. The results for the top 
three contributors to the response variation are in the same order as for Figure 11a.  

 
Effect of reducing number of radial cords 

Finally, the impact of changing the number of radial cords was examined. This is one of 
the considerations a designer of this type of inflatable architecture may need to analyze. The 
existing model was readily modified by removing alternate radial cords, such that 6 radial cords 
remained. The |R| values for Set F, see Figure 12, are similar to those for Set D in that LRC 
dominates the sensitivities. Based on the confidence gained in the previous section for the 11-
cord configuration, ERBF surrogate models were generated for the Set F simulations. In a similar 
manner, the comparisons of ERBF surrogate model results with Set F simulations are cross-
plotted in Figure 13. The corresponding summary of the normalized RMS error is provided in 
Table III. It is noted that comparisons of NT for Lobe 5 (Figure 13d – green squares), showed 
significantly higher discrepancy than the other 18 responses. To better understand this behavior, 
NT for Lobe 5 has been cross-plotted against each of the 6 input parameters (Figure 14) for both 
the FEM simulations and ERBF approximations. NT approaches zero asymptotically as LRC 
increases (subplot c). This means that at the mid-lobe location near the equator, the tangential 
line-lobe is very small. It should also be noted that “wrinkling” of the fabric was occurring near 
the equator. Wrinkling of the fabric in the lobes was not observed for the 11-cord configuration. 
To assess the relationship between LRC and NT for all lobes, the cross-plots are shown in Figure 
15. As seen in Table III, the error of NT for lobes 1 and 4 was substantially higher (5%) than the 
other responses. The magnitude of the error is directly related to the magnitude of NT for LRC > 
107 in. The correlation coefficients computed using the Set F ERBF surrogate models with the Set 
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G parameters are shown in Figure 16. A low |R| value for Lobe 5 NT (Figure 11d) is noted. This 
could be anticipated from review of Figure 14d, where Lobe 5 NT is insensitive to LRC for LRC > 107 
in. 

The primary reason for evaluating sensitivities for the 6-cord configuration was to 
understand the impact of cord number on the parameter sensitivities. In other words, does the 
number of cords impact the conclusions about where to place resources to minimize response 
uncertainty. It is understood that changing the number of cords will impact the magnitude of the 
cord loads and the cord-to-fabric load sharing. Comparisons of the sensitivities of the 11-cord 
and 6-cord configurations are provided in Figure 17. Results for a middle lobe, away from the 
boundaries were selected. For the 11-cord configuration, these are the radial cord 5 (PRC5), loop 
cord 2 (PLC2), and Lobe 5 results (NT5 and NR5). For the 6-cord configuration, these are:  the radial 
cord 3 (PRC3), loop cord 2 (PLC2), and Lobe 3 results (NT3 and NR3). In general, the sensitivities are 
similar for the two configurations. However, a difference is noted for the lobe radial line-load 
(NR) identified in Figure 17. For this response, the sensitivity to pressure is larger for the 11-cord 
configuration when compared to the concept with 6-cords. In contrast LRC is less important for 
the 11-cord configuration when compared to the 6-cord results.  
 

Concluding Remarks 
The studies summarized in this report follow an initial series of studies that demonstrated 

the use of uncertainty-based numerical simulation for a linear, isotropic symmetry model of an 
inflatable airlock design. This study concentrates on the utilization of probabilistic analysis tools 
that include surrogate models for FEMs that contain nonlinear load-strain curves and orthotropic 
fabric representation. The simulation of the response of the airlock structure to pressure loading 
was automated using Matlab scripts to control the LS-Dyna simulations. The global sensitivity of 
the component loads was computed using multiple metrics computed using user-written scripts 
and commercial software. 

A model was simplified to reduce computation time while retaining important behaviors. 
Specifically, an axisymmetric model of the NAIPS dome was derived from a full model. This model 
kept features, such as using thermal loads to shorten cords and the special contact available in 
LS-Dyna for guiding cables on surfaces. Responses of interest were the cord loads and fabric line-
loads.  
In summary: 
• Implementation of the lessons learned regarding numerical stability from the earlier studies 

enabled the successful completion of all 380 FEM simulations. 
• Initial parameter ranges produced results where the radial cord length dominated the 

sensitivity results for all loads examined.  
• Surrogate models were generated from the initial simulations. The surrogate models were 

assessed for adequacy and subsequently used to understand sensitivities once the radial cord 
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length parameter range (LRC) was tightened. For the new set of parameter ranges, the 
sensitivities were dominated by FRC, FF, and LRC. 

• Multiple sensitivity metrics and surrogate model methods were compared for a 
representative set of responses for Set E. Little difference in rank importance was noted. 

• In general, the sensitivity trends for the 6-radial cord configuration followed the 11-cord 
configuration. Results of different types and locations are important to examine, as evidenced 
by the out-of-family results for Lobe #5 NT.  

• Future work could focus on demonstration of the capability to support certification with test-
validated analyses by: 1) incorporating the NAIPS mid-body fabric and cords; 2) comparing 
simulation results with existing EDU test data. 
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Table I. Parameter Ranges for Uncertainty Studies. 

Set 
No. of 

Radial Cords 
FRC FF FLC LRC, in Pressure, psi Friction 

Lower Upper Lower Upper Lower Upper Lower Upper Lower Upper Lower Upper 
D 11 0.8 2.0 0.8 1.2 0.8 2.0 104.6 108.7 15 15.4 0 0.02 
E 11 0.8 2.0 0.8 1.2 0.8 2.0 107.0 107.7 15 15.4 0 0.02 
F 6 0.8 2.0 0.8 1.2 0.8 2.0 104.6 108.7 15 15.4 0 0.02 
G 6 0.8 2.0 0.8 1.2 0.8 2.0 107.0 107.7 15 15.4 0 0.02 

  
Table II. Normalized RMS error of Set D ERBF relative to simulations. 

Parameter (Cord, Lobe) PRC, % FLC, % NR, % NT, % 
1 1.7 1.3 1.2 2.4 
2 1.7 1.3 1.2 2.1 
3 1.5 1.2 1.2 1.4 
4 1.3 N/A 1.1 1.0 
5 1.1 N/A 1.3 1.0 
6 1.1 N/A 1.2 1.0 
7 1.2 N/A 1.4 1.0 
8 1.3 N/A 1.7 0.9 
9 1.5 N/A 1.9 1.0 

10 1.6 N/A 2.1 1.0 
11 1.6 N/A N/A N/A 

 
Table III. Normalized RMS error of Set F ERBF relative to simulations. 

Parameter (Cord, Lobe) PRC, % FLC, % NR, % NT, % 
1 0.9 0.8 0.5 5.0 
2 0.8 0.8 0.6 1.7 
3 0.8 0.8 0.5 1.1 
4 0.8 N/A 1.3 5.1 
5 0.8 N/A 0.5 29.4 
6 0.8 N/A N/A N/A 
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Figure 1. Photograph of inflated NAIPS test article16. 

 

 
 

Figure 2. Schematic of dome FEM (D=displacement and R=rotation). 
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Figure 3. Non-dimensional loading profiles. 

 

 
Figure 4. Primary responses of interest. 
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Figure 5. Variation in nonlinear load-strain curves (blue) for input to material property 

models [Baseline curve is black]. 
 

 
Figure 6. Correlation coefficients for Set D simulations.  
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Figure 7. Schematic for ERBF error computation. 
 
 

 
 

Figure 8. Comparison of simulation and surrogate model results for Set D. 
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Figure 9. Sensitivity results for Set D ERBF surrogate models evaluated at Set E parameters. 
 

 
 

Figure 10. Comparison of sensitivity results: Set E simulations vs Set D ERBF evaluated at Set E 
parameters. 
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Figure 11. Comparison of various sensitivity metrics for Set E parameters.  

 

 
 

Figure 12. Correlation coefficients for Set F simulations. 
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Figure 13. Comparison of simulation and surrogate model results for Set F. 
 

 
 

Figure 14. Cross-plot of NT vs input parameters for Set F/Lobe 5. 
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Figure 15. Cross-plot of NT vs radial cord length (LRC) for each lobe of Set F. 
 

 
 

Figure 16. Sensitivity results for Set F ERBF surrogate models evaluated at Set G parameters. 
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Figure 17. Representative sensitivity results for 11 radial cords (Figure 9) vs 6 radial cords 
(Figure 16).  
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